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Abstract— Timely and safe evacuation of employees from 

the building is a great task during unexpected disasters or 

emergency events. This study proposes a systematic 

approach of timely evacuation of employees who are 

engaged in hazardous operation involved in pharmaceutical 

industry. Pharmaceutical industry has greater risks of fire, 

explosion and release of toxic chemicals due to handling of 

various hazardous chemicals. Emergency evacuation refers 

safe evacuation of occupants from the building which seems 

to be very normal but within fraction of second if there is 

any delay during rescue or evacuation can lead to serious 

disaster or even fatality. During Fire and release of Toxic 

gases it is very difficult to evacuate from the building even 

rescue is also challengeable job for the emergency response 

team. This dissertation presents quantitative approach to 

analyze evacuation time from the building. The 

effectiveness of the evacuation components is strongly 

affected by the building use and the population involved. 

The review shows that evacuation models can be effectively 

employed to study relocation strategies and safety issues 

associated with high-rise buildings. The suitability of 

evacuation models for high-rise building evacuations is 

associated with their flexibility in representing different 

evacuation components and complex behavioral processes. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Emergency evacuation is a part emergency response plan 

where all the possible emergencies are assessed, evaluated, 

considered and preventive measure suggested and necessary 

action plan described during the emergencies. Emergency 

Response plan consist of planning, organizing, scheduling 

and monitoring of existing preventive plan where 

monitoring and testing play vital role during the emergency.  

Building evacuation is not just an easy task means 

removal of people from workplace and assembles at safe 

assembly point it is systematic process in which 

communicating, preparing, evacuating, selection of alternate 

option, quick evacuation and head counting.  

The basic concept of emergency evacuation time 

assessment is to identify the area where majority of 

occupants work together. This study is basically removal of 

people from workplace how much time it takes to reach it 

has to be evaluated. For these reason, occupancy class needs 

to be examined. Based on National Building code of India 

buildings have been classified into 9 categories. These 

occupancy class against classified based on the occupant 

load. For determining the exits requirement, the number of 

persons within any floor area or the occupant load should be 

based on the actual number of occupants.  

The main objective of this dissertation is to 

evaluate minimum time to take evacuation from the building 

during in case of emergency.  There various manufacturing 

plants area situated in Pithampur plant of Symbiotec. Each 

and every plant will be assessed to evaluate the evacuation 

time. The purpose of this study is to examine the on-site 

emergency plan. On-site emergency plan is complete 

package and ready reckoned document which enables us 

written instruction about emergency handling procedure.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

An emergency denotes a situation, which demands 

immediate action for preventing serious losses due to an 

unforeseen, unplanned and sudden happening.  An major 

emergency in industry is the one which has a potential to 

cause serious injuries to people, extensive damage to 

property and serious disruption to normal activity both 

inside and outside the factory area. The framework for time 

assessment of emergency evacuation is following below. 

 

A. Step No-1 Nature of Occupancy: 

First step for Emergency Evacuation Time Assessment for 

Manufacturing Facility of Pharmaceutical Industry is 

identifying the nature of occupancy.  Occupancy means type 

of building along with occupant load which is clearly 

explained in National Building Code of India and as per IS 

1644.  Classification of building and its occupants load 

mentioned below. 

Group Occupancy Occupant Load (m2/Person) 

Group A Residential 12.5 

Group B Educational 4 

Group C Institutional 15 

Group D Assembly 0.65 

Group E Business 10 

Group F Mercantile 3 

Group G Industrial 10 

Group H Storage 30 

Group J Hazardous 10 
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B. Step No-2 Selection of Route: 

Second Step is to select longest route for emergency 

evacuation time assessment. There are several 

manufacturing and other support blocks are available in the 

plot plan. Select the longest route and highest building in 

which the counting of the last person who is to be reached at 

safe assembly point shall be considered.  

C. Step No-3 Calculation of Emergency Evacuation Time : 

Total Evacuation Time from longest point to Safe Assembly 

Point =  

TEET = TPRE +  TET + TR  
Where TPRE, TEt  and TS are 

TPRE = Preparation Time  

TET   = Evacuation Time from Building 

TR    = Evacuation Time in Open Area to reach safe 

assembly Point 

1) TPRE = Preparation Time  

TPRE = 120 +  A0
1/2 +  0.4 H 

A0 = Area of the building  

H = Height of the Building  

2) TET   = Evacuation Time from Building 

TET =  Max (TH, TE) +  Max (TS, TE) +  … … …. 
           Where TH, TE  and TS are 

a) Horizontal Evacuation Time TH =
Lmax

V
 

Lmax =  Greatest Length of the horizontal passage. 

V     = Average speed of People who are evacuating 

b) Evacuation Time from Exit  TE =  
Pe

FeWe

 

Pe    =       Number of People gathered at exit 

Fe    = Flow rate when people queen through the          exit 

We   =   Width of the exit 

c) Evacuation Time for Stair case Ts =

4.579 (
PStair

WStair
)

0.73

 

P Stair =   Number of people who use the stairs, 

W Stair=  Width of the stair case 

3) TR    = Evacuation Time in Open Area to reach safe 

assembly Point 

Horizontal Evacuation Time TR =
Lmax

V
 

Lmax =  Greatest Length of the open access or road 

V     = Average speed of People who are evacuating 

Note:- 

 ρ = Occupancy Load maximum 0.1 person per square 

meter shall be considered for industrial category. If it 

less then the prescribed occupancy load then actual can 

be obtained by dividing to total people working on the 

floor and divided by the total area in square meter.  

 V = An average velocity of personnel movement shall 

be considered1.4 meter per second while evacuating 

from the plant and 2.0 meter per second on road after 

evacuating from building to Safe Assembly Point. 

 Fe  = Flow rate when people queen through the exit 

shall be considered 0.8 Person per meter – second 

 We   = For Single door width shall be considered 1 meter 

and for double door with shall be considered 1.5 meter.  

III. PLANT DESCRIPTION 

Emergency Evacuation Time Assessment Study has been 

conducted for Symbiotec its Pithampur Plant. There are 

various department were studied some of them are from 

manufacturing and some of them are from support 

department. This Emergency Evacuation Time Assessment 

study is performed to consider the last candidate or 

employees who have been reached from the top floor 

(Longest Route) to Safe Assembly Point.  

A. Manufacturing Unit –  

Unit-06 is the biggest manufacturing facility of Symbiotec 

which is classified into four line Line-1, Line-2 , Line-3 & 

Line-4. All the lines are dedicatedly designed for specific 

product group category. All the Line equipped with advance 

higher capacity rate multipurpose equipment with 

experienced and well qualified employee who operate the 

plant. Line -1 it is vertically designed facility for hormone 

specially progesterone hormone and other hormone derivate 

in bulk quantity. Line-02 & 03 is also vertically designed 

facility for steroid betamethasone and other steroid 

derivatives which produced crude steroid these crude steroid 

convert into the final stage in Line-04 where crystallize 

material is obtained and further powder processing activity 

is carried out. There are various units of operation area 

carried out like reaction, distillation, and filtration, 

Extraction, Separation, Sieving and Drying etc.  Unit-06 

Manufacturing facility is designed in such a manner that 

Raw material is charge from the top floor of the building 

and then reaction, distillation, and filtration, Extraction, 

Separation are carried out at their down floor and finally 

crude and final product is obtained from the ground floor. 

Approx 150 employees and contractual employees are work 

together in unit-06 for 24 x 7 in the entire three shift. The 

elevation of Unit-06 has been categorized into seven floor. 

IV. ASPHYXIATION HAZARD ASSESSMENT  

Emergency Evacuation Time Assessment-  Emergency 

evacuation time assessment shall be assess based on above 

methodology for Symbiotec Pharmalab Pvt. Ltd. Pithampur 

Location.  

A. Step No-1 Nature of Occupancy:  

Nature of Occupancy- Group- G - Industrial Building  

The occupant load - 0.1 person per square meter.  

B. Step No-2 Selection of longest route: 

There are several manufacturing and other support 

department are shown in below layout which have occupant 

load is 0.1 person per square meter. The longest unit and 

highest building is unit-06. During emergency the 

employees from the unit-06 shall take longer time than the 

other unit due to highest floor and far from the safe 

assembly point. Hence Unit-06 shall be taken into account 

to calculate the emergency evacuation time from Uni-06 to 

safe assembly point. 
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Unit-06 has been taken as the longest route from 

the safe assembly point and occupants are 50 persons. 

Highest floor is 20 mtr. Where solvent dispensing room of 

Line -02 shall be considered.  

Evacuation Route:- 

Route 
Length of the Route in 

Meter 

Solvent Room to Room Exit 10.0 

Line-2 Technical Room to Room 

Exit 
14.9 

Line-2 Personnel Entry Room  to 

Room Exit 
2.9 

Unit-06 Corridor to Exit 29.8 

Unit-06 Stair Corridor to Safe Exit 20 

Unit-06 Building to Safe 

Assembly Point 
350 

Total Length 427.6 Mtr. 

C. Step No-3 Calculation of Emergency Evacuation Time:  

1) TPRE = Preparation Time  

TPRE = 120 +  A0
1/2 +  0.4 H 

A0 = Area of the building = 1000 m2 

H = Height of the Building = 26 Mtr. 

TPRE = 162.02 Second 

2) TET   = Evacuation Time from Building 

a) Evacuation Time from Solvent Room to Room 

Exit:- 

1) Horizontal Evacuation Time TH(A) =
Lmax

V
 

Lmax =  Length of the horizontal passage = 10 Mtr.  

a. V     = Average speed of People who are 

evacuating = 1.4 m/s 

Horizontal Evacuation Time TH(A) = 7.14 Second 

2) Evacuation Time from Exit  TE(A) =  
Pe

FeWe

 

Pe     =  Number of People gathered at exit 

Fe    = Flow rate when people queen through the 

exit 

We   =   Width of the exit 

Area of solvent room is 10.5 mtr x 3 mtr  =  31.5 

Occupant load is 0.1 person per square meter 

Pe     =  Number of People gathered at exit       =   

31.5  x  0.1  =  3.15  ( 3 Persons) 

Fe    = Flow rate when people queen through the 

exit  =  0.8 Person per meter – second 

We   =   Width of the exit   =  1.5 mtr. 

TE(A) =  2.5 Second 

Evacu

ation 

Route 

Horiz

ontal 

Dista

nce L 

in mtr 

Ave

rage 

Spe

ed 

V 

m/s 

Wi

dth 

of 

Exi

t in 

mtr 

Evac

uated 

Peopl

e 

Flow 

Rate 

Perso

n/m-s 

Evacu

ation 

Time 

in Sec 

M

ax 

T 

Solve

nt 

Room 

to 

Room 

Exit 

Th 

10 1.4    7.14 

7.1

4 

Room 

Exit 

TE 

  1.5 3 0.8 2.5 

Line-

2 

Techn

ical 

Room 

to 

Room 

Exit 

Th 

14.9 1.4    10.64 

17.

5 

Room 

Exit 

TE 

  1.0 14 0.8 17.5 

Line-

2 

Perso

nnel 

Entry 

Room  

to 

Room 

Exit 

Th 

2.9 1.4    2.07 

18.

75 

Room 

Exit 

TE 

  1.0 15 0.8 18.75 

Unit-

06 
29.8 1.4    21.28 

41.

6 
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Corri

dor to 

Exit 

Th 

Room 

Exit 

TE 

  1.5 50 0.8 41.6 

Unit-

06 

Stair 

to 

Safe 

Exit  

Ts 

  1.5 50  59.16 

59.

16 

Safe 

Exit 

TE 

  1.5 50 0.8 41.6 

Evacuation Time from Building =  

Evacuation Time from Building = TEET =  7.14 + 17.5 +
18.75 + 41.6 + 59.16 

Evacuation Time from Building = TEET =  144.15 

3) TR    = Evacuation Time in Open Area to reach safe 

assembly Point 

Horizontal Evacuation Time TR =
Lmax

V
 

Lmax =  Length of the horizontal passage =350 Mtr.  

V     = Average speed of People who are evacuating = 2.0 

m/s 

Horizontal Evacuation Time TR =
350

2.0
 

Horizontal Evacuation Time 

       TR = 175 Second 

 Total Evacuation Time from Unit-06 to Safe Assembly 

Point =  

TEET = TPRE +  TET +  TR 

 Total Evacuation Time from Unit-06 to Safe Assembly 

Point =  

TEET = 481.17 second 

 Total Evacuation Time from Unit-06 to Safe Assembly 

Point =  

TEET = 8.01 Minutes 

V. CONCLUSION  

This dissertation presents useful information about 

emergency evacuation time assessment. Time plays as vital 

role in case of emergency. Every single second counts when 

emergency reaches at the door. In Industry it is very prone 

to have various kind of emergencies like fire, explosion, 

collapse of structure, flood, earthquake,, lightening strike, 

Medical emergency, Chemical Leak, etc. Building 

evacuation is as part of emergency planning where effective 

planning can reduce the number of accident and minimize 

the loss of property. Building evacuation is not only saves 

the property and life it provides basic framework to people 

who are from emergency department like Resource Team , 

First Aid team and fire fighters. They can easily evacuate 

the people, rescue and salvage process can be performed in 

such a manner to avoid  property loss or harm to people. 

This dissertation systematically examined and quantitatively 

assessed the value to time during an emergency or when 

emergency is knock down. This report will help to the 

organization and similar API pharma organization to assess 

the gap between actual evacuation time assessment and 

exact evacuation time assessment from the building 
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